Phishing is traditionally seen as the easy way out when conducting penetration tests: of course you can social engineer your way in, that’s always possible. This dangerous mentality leads companies to designate phishing “out of scope” when conducting Red Team exercises, and leads Blue Teams into the lax attitude that phishing is inevitable, with training the only defense.

This is a naïve view of phishing to have in 2017. There have been countless damaging phishing campaigns against companies in the last 5 years, from the 2011 RSA master key leak1, to the hacking of Sony by the North Korean government in 20142, to the 2017 Google Docs OAuth worm3. Organizations who rely on phishing training as their only defense turn a blind eye to the impracticalities of such training, including how effectively the information is retained, and how realistic it is to train all employees on a regular basis.

This paper will categorize phishing campaigns based on their attack mechanism, then will discuss a series of internal phishing campaigns run against Stripe employees, using these as case studies of the ways in which effective attacks bypass training. I’ll discuss the psychology of phishing, and why training is often used to solve the wrong problem, then I’ll present a solution in real-world use at Stripe that prevents credential phishing for protected services.

DISCLAIMER

All companies have human weaknesses, and Stripe is no exception. Each of these campaigns was performed against Stripe employees on their work machines. They’re described here, along with lessons learned from performing them, so that everyone in the field can benefit.

TYPES OF PHISHING

Before we can begin to discuss the science of phishing, we first need to categorize the types of phishing that are currently prevalent. This is typically done by breaking campaigns up by the types of people they target, with “spear phishing” targeting an individual, and “whaling” targeting an individual with a lot of power in a company, such as a CEO. Unfortunately, this places the focus on the person being targeted, rather than the type of attack being used.

Instead, it is more valuable for both defenders and attackers to categorize phishing by the type of attack being performed, specifically into three categories:

• **Action phishing** campaigns rely on tricking a target into providing information that is in itself valuable, or to take a particular valuable action. An email spoofed from the CEO of a company to another employee, asking them to transfer a large sum of money offshore, would fall into this category.

Prominent examples of action phishing campaigns include the ICANN 2014 CZDS spear phishing campaign4, the 2015 Xoom CFO scam5, and an assortment of payroll6 and tax7 phishing attacks that have happened in recent years.

Action phishing is typically mitigated with training on how to identify a phishing email.
• **Exploit phishing** relies not on any wrong-doing on the employee’s part, but on the use of an unpatched machine, or a 0 day vulnerability in software they have installed. An email from a shipping company with a malicious PDF attachment would fall into this category.

This type of phishing led to the 2011 leak of the RSA master key\(^8\), the 2014 Dyre malware\(^9\), and the 2016 Fedex malware\(^10\).

Exploit phishing is usually mitigated by ensuring your organizations’ machines are kept patched, and limiting the installation of traditionally exploited applications, such as Acrobat Reader and Flash.

• **Credential phishing** attempts to harvest credentials for online services, which can then be maliciously accessed as a direct source of information, or as a method of pivoting from one service to another. An email that pretends to link to a webmail provider, but links instead to a cloned page in order to steal usernames and passwords, would be an example of this type of phishing.

The 2014 Sony Apple ID phishing campaign\(^11\), the 2016 Hacking of the US Democratic National Committee’s Gmail\(^12\), and the 2017 Google Docs worm\(^13\), are all examples of credential phishing in play.

Credential phishing is often mitigated with training on how to identify a phishing email.

Although each type of phishing presents different dangers to an organization, the least well mitigated by training and a strict machine update policy is credential phishing. Employees enter credentials on a regular basis, and are routinely prompted for them by external services outside your company’s control. As discussed later, under the psychology of phishing, the routine nature of this action makes it difficult for training on these actions to be effective. As such, this is the type of phishing this paper focuses on.

**CASE STUDY 1: SLACK**

Our initial phishing campaign was conducted in very late 2014, as a direct response to the Sony Apple ID attack. We’d recently triggered a legitimate email from Slack to all our users by turning SSO on, so decided to clone that email in order to determine just how vulnerable we would be to an attack similar to the Sony one.

![Left: original Slack “Email verification” request. Right: cloned phishing email.](image_url)
We sent this campaign to all current Stripe employees, and saw good conversion rates from the email to the website (epitomized by the VP of Engineering falling for the email immediately after being told it would be sent to him!), but poor conversion once users landed on the website.

This wasn't surprising - short of vetting the email headers by hand and verifying that the HTTPS link pointed to where it said it did, there was nothing to tell a user that the cloned phishing email was not legitimate. At the time, Slack employed no SPF or DMARC protection on their domain, allowing emails to be spoofed from their legitimate no-reply@slack.com address. The email style was cloned directly from the real email, while the content contained no misspelled words, a common tell that people use to identify phishing emails.

However, the low conversion rates on the actual website suggested that users were paying attention - the presence of an incorrect domain, and the lack of an HTTPS connection alerted them to the scam. Unfortunately, while these signals might be work for a poorly executed attack, they would be easy to work around by a motivated attacker.

**CASE STUDY 2: GITHUB**

With that in mind, several months after the first campaign we ran a second, more well-constructed one. We took what we'd learned from our initial attempt and hosted the phishing page on an HTTPS domain, and in fact managed to host it on a domain controlled by the company whose login details we were spoofing.

We chose to target GitHub for this attack, since there was a clear path from committing code to our repositories to gaining code execution on a production server. We cloned an existing message from GitHub about third party keys, converted it to an HTML email, then scraped users' public keys from GitHub's API to convincingly provide their real SSH key fingerprints in the email.
We knew from our previous campaign that we’d want to host the phishing page itself on an HTTPS domain. Helpfully, GitHub operate a service called GitHub Pages, which allows users to host basic websites at username.github.io. In the past, these pages had been hosted at username.github.com, and at the time of this campaign, pages hosted on nonexistent.github.com would redirect to nonexistent.github.io with no interstitial, for compatibility with old links. While GitHub restricted the creation of usernames such as www and login, registration of similar usernames such as logln was not prevented.

As such, hovering over either the “Approve” or “Delete” buttons in the email would show you a link hosted on logln.github.com.

Finally, after authentication users would be redirected to the legitimate GitHub key settings page. This meant that users who were uneasy about the domain they had authorized would be reassured by the presence of a legitimate eventual redirect.
This campaign provided a number of interesting data points worth discussing. First, GitHub exclusively sends its transactional account emails in plaintext, presumably catering to their developer-heavy user base. However, typically the conversion rates for “pretty” HTML emails are higher, hence their common use in marketing campaigns.

We decided to test which property mattered more, the similarity to existing emails, or the “prettiness” of the emails. We sent half of our employees a plaintext email, and half an HTML email whose style had been copied from GitHub website, then compared conversion rates on each. We saw a low 10% of users convert from email view to click on the plaintext email, but a much higher 50% of users convert on the HTML email.

We also added tracking analytics to the phishing page we hosted. In particular, we tracked views, keystrokes, and form submissions. This data showed us that of the users who submitted their credentials, nearly half had copied and pasted their password into that field. This suggested that users were using password managers without browser integrations, or that they were ignoring the advice of their password manager, and manually copying their credentials into a suspicious page.

Even more worryingly, we saw very low reporting rates for this campaign, with only a small number of users flagging either the email or the website as suspicious.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PHISHING

These results were very worrying to us - not only could our employees not detect a phishing campaign before falling for it, they also failed to detect it when their password manager prompted them that the domain didn’t match. Not only that, but the employees falling for these campaigns were just as likely to be in technical positions as not.

To understand why this is, we first need to understand the way in which the human mind perceives the world. In his book, *Thinking, Fast and Slow*¹⁶, Daniel Kahneman posits that the brain has two ways of operating, which he calls System 1 and System 2.

System 1 operates quickly, below what we’d consider the level of conscious thought, and is heavily pattern driven. It’s the part of your brain that “just knows” what the right decision is, or swerves and brakes when someone ahead of you on the road stops suddenly.

On the other hand, System 2 is much more deliberate. When you weigh up hefty financial decisions, like whether to make a given investment, or make a list of pros and cons, you’re using your System 2 method of thinking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEM 1</th>
<th>SYSTEM 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instinctive</td>
<td>Methodical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Rational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gullible</td>
<td>Skeptical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
System 1 plays a very important role in our lives, making unimportant decisions for us quickly, and freeing our minds up to focus on those things that do really matter. But this system of operation has a flaw: it is both emotional and gullible, making it susceptible to being tricked. Unfortunately, thanks to the sheer volume of email each of us receive in a day, we end up reading mail using our System 1 thinking, not our System 2. This means we evaluate the legitimacy of emails based on pattern recognition: does this look more like the type of phishing emails I have seen before, or like a real email I have received from this service. For a well-constructed phishing campaign, the answer will always be the latter - the lack of spelling mistakes, the “prettiness” of the email, and the similarities to other emails sent by the service will fool System 1 into thinking the email is legitimate.

This explains why the technical sophistication of users has little bearing on how likely they are to fall for a well-crafted phishing email: the ability to identify whether or not the headers of an email are legitimate, or whether a domain belongs to the organization you expect, is useful only once you are using your System 2 mind.

CASE STUDY 3: AWS

As a final experiment, we wanted to test how much retention we would see after a session of interactive phishing training. To begin with, we trained the entire company on the phishing campaigns we had run in the past, and how difficult it could be to identify them.

We also presented employees with a series of other fake phishing pages, and had them guess which of them were real and fake. We highlighted that URLs that were complex were more difficult to detect as suspicious than URLs that were shorter.

Three months later, we sent out a phishing email linking to an AWS phishing page, one of the sites we had shown as being difficult to detect as fraudulent during phishing training. This page asked not just for a username and password, but also for a two factor code, before showing a generic success message.

We sent this email only to those employees who might reasonably be expected to have access to AWS. Of those who opened the email, 40% clicked through to the phishing page. Two thirds of those users went on to enter both their password and their two factor credentials into the page. This represented an overall conversion rate from email open to a full set of credentials entered of more than 25%, just 3 months after employees had been trained that this particular page was difficult to identify phishing on. Furthermore, many employees reported after the fact that they had set the email aside to take action on later, and would have fallen for it if we had allowed the experiment to run for longer.
**DOING BETTER THAN TRAINING**

These case studies are damning of two common pieces of industry advice: that both user training and two factor authentication are effective mitigations against phishing. Although user training has proved successful in academic studies\(^\text{17}\), it seems ineffective when more sophisticated attacks are used. Similarly, although two factor authentication increases the technical competence required of an attacker, since the attack must now be conducted online rather than offline, it is no real deterrent to someone motivated. Even SMS 2FA credentials can be stolen, by triggering a login request to the legitimate service once a user's username and password have been stolen. This request will trigger an SMS to be sent to the user, which can then be phished in a second step.

At Stripe, rather than focusing on mitigating more basic attacks with phishing training, we decided to invest our time in preventing credential phishing entirely. We did this using a combination of Single Sign On (SSO), SSL client certificates, and Universal Second Factor (U2F), and now believe that it is impossible to phish for Stripe credentials for protected services.

For completeness, we give a brief overview of each technology below, before discussing their use as a combined solution.

**SSO**

SSO is a technology that allows services to delegate their authentication to another authentication provider. For example, a typical Slack user enters their username and password on a slack.com subdomain, and is then authenticated to just that service. When SSO is enabled by an organization’s administrator, a user who wants to login to Slack is redirected to another authentication provider. Once that authentication provider has established the user's identity, either through the presence of an existing session, or by triggering their own authentication flow, they return a signed attestation of user identity back to the original service.

*Left: typical authentication flow. Right: SSO authentication flow.*
SSL CLIENT CERTIFICATES

SSL client certificates are the lesser used counterpart to the SSL server certificates we use every day to browse the web. In addition to having the server provide a certificate to the client that can be chained to a trusted root, it is possible for the client to do the same for the server.

This can be configured in most browsers to happen completely transparently, leading to a user experience that is second to none: an employee authenticating with a client certificate to a website is completely unaware that they are doing so. This provides the knock-on effect that users have no password they could be tricked into revealing, short of extracting their client certificate from a trusted store.

U2F

Universal Second Factor is a protocol released relatively recently that provides a unified protocol for physical second factor tokens. Most notably, it allows a user with a single external security key (typically connected over USB or Bluetooth) to use their key on an infinite number of websites, while cryptographically tying each credential to the requesting domain.

Similar to other two factor authentication methods, it provides a single-use token that can be used in addition to another credentials to authenticate a user. However, unlike other 2FA methods, even if a malicious domain convinces a user to authenticate with U2F, that token will be invalid on the legitimate domain. This is because the signatures a U2F device generates for a particular challenge are tied to the requesting domain, as reported by the user’s browser.

![U2F authentication flow diagram]
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Combined, these technologies allow an organization to cryptographically tie both long-lived and single-use credentials to a particular website, and in doing so, to completely prevent credential phishing.

For example, consider the first case study, in which Slack was targeted. Instead of configuring Slack to perform its own authentication, an organization would instead setup SSO on Slack, delegating authentication to an SSO provider. That SSO provider would be configured to validate both a client certificate provided by the employee’s browser, and to ensure that the user was physically present by requiring validation from a registered U2F key. Even if a user were to attempt to enter their Slack credentials, they would have no clue what password to enter in a password input, and any signature generated by their U2F key would be for the phishing domain, not the real slack.com.

Much of this protection could be afforded solely with the use of a client certificate for authentication, and SSO to allow that type of authentication on a wide variety of sites, so why the need for U2F? One unfortunate downside of client certificates is that they require credentials to be left on an employee’s machine, accessible to previously authorized programs without human intervention. The addition of U2F to the authentication flow means that a human must be physically present for credentials to be compromised, increasing the time a malicious actor must have code execution on the machine.

BONUS CASE STUDY: GOOGLE

Although we’ve found this strategy very effective at preventing credential phishing at Stripe, it does require close attention be paid to edge cases. The loss of login credentials is often not the only way for users to unintentionally give others access to their accounts, and other methods may not delegate to your authentication provider.

For example, Google provides a flow for users to grant access to particular aspects of their accounts using OAuth. This flow was abused in early 2017 to spread a worm that purported to be a shared Google Doc, but really requested full access to your email. Although this particular worm was not harmful, the mechanism it used to spread could easily have been abused by a more malicious actor.

Fortunately for Stripe, we had already conducted this exact campaign internally, albeit a different content hosting provider, who we were using at the time. This meant that we already had defenses in place that prevented our employees from granting sensitive privileges to unknown applications.

Spoofed CEO email
This attack underscores the importance of ensuring that you audit all authentication flows available for services you use, to guarantee that users can grant only the expected permissions.

**IN CONCLUSION**

Although it is easy for attackers to view phishing as something that only the less technically competent will fall for, without careful consideration of the authentication strategies we put in place, we are all vulnerable to a sophisticated attack.

Defenders should not take the easy way out and argue that phishing training is all they can do to protect their users. Red team exercises should include phishing as a valid entry path, and organizations should mitigate or prevent different types of phishing based on the class of attack being used, not the person targeted.

Modern technologies such as U2F, when combined with those that have seen longer use, such as SSO and SSL client certificates, provide effective ways of preventing credential phishing. While credential phishing can be completely prevented, and exploit phishing heavily mitigated by enforcing strict update policies, some training will continue to be necessary for action based phishing attacks. Organizations can reduce the need for this training by limiting the ability for humans to perform one-off dangerous actions, and training that does exist should emphasize that out of band authentication should always be performed for these sensitive actions, regardless of the apparent legitimacy of a given email.
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